WeGo introduces new over-the-road coaches
Regional customers will start riding in style tomorrow

NASHVILLE – WeGo Public Transit regional customers will start riding in style as WeGo introduces new, over-the-road coaches with plenty of amenities for commuters traveling outside Davidson County.

The first six WeGo Public Transit-branded MCI coaches, which feature USB ports and plush seating will hit the road July 31, 2019. The remaining buses will be introduced later this summer after road testing and inspection. All 10 coaches are owned by WeGo and serve to replace a little more than a third of buses used by Gray Line, the contracted regional service provider.

In March 2019, the Regional Transportation Authority of Middle Tennessee (RTA) voted to adopt the WeGo Public Transit brand, bringing both the Nashville MTA and RTA under one umbrella brand for seamless communication, operations, and customer experience.

“This is the first of several milestones in the next year to help elevate transit in Middle Tennessee,” WeGo CEO Steve Bland said.

Significant capital projects helping to push out a freshened brand and unify Middle Tennessee public transit include:

- Rehabilitation of four locomotives on the WeGo Star (formerly the Music City Star);
- Complete replacement of passenger cars on the Star; and,
- Account-based fare collection system.

Members of the public are encouraged to sign up for WeGo’s newsletter, follow them on social media, and visit WeGoTransit.com to get updates on exciting initiatives, community events, updates, and general information.
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